The sound of /z/ 1

Say each word in the box. Do you hear the sound of z? Is there a z in each word? What other letters spell the sound of z?________ __________ ________

snooze easily summarize wizard pose lies pause raise praise rise zebra poison magazine lizard noisy business dazzle zipper gymnasium

Write the missing letters in each word. Then write the complete word.

snoo__e
ri__e
gymna__ium
eai__ly
magazine
summari__e
rai__e
po__e
wi__ard
noi__y
prai__e
bu__iness
poi__on
li__ard
__ipper
Write the missing letters in each word. Then write the complete word.

snooze
rise
gymnasium
easily
magazine
summarize
raise
pose
wizard
noisy
praise
business
poison
lizard
zipper
Write a definition for the words below and use each in a sentence.

rise

raise

Make a word from the box above out of the parts below. How does the spelling change?

easy + ly = __________
noise + y = __________
busy + ness = __________

Some words have more than one meaning. Use the words below in a sentence. Give the word a different meaning in each sentence.

raise

raise

raise

lies

lies

lies
Make a word from the box above out of the parts below. How does the spelling change?

easy + ly = easily
noise + y = noisy
busy + ness = business
Write the missing letters in each word. Then write the complete word.

lie__  ____________
_ebra  ____________
pau__e  ____________

Write the missing vowels in each word. Then write the complete word.

sn__ __z__  ____________________
p__ __se  ____________________
z__br__  ____________________
gymn__s__ __m  ____________________
r__ __se  ____________________
p__s__  ____________________
n__ __sy  ____________________
pr__ __se  ____________________
p__ __s__n  ____________________
m__g__z__n__  ____________________
l__ __s  ____________________
r__s__  ____________________
Write the missing letters in each word. Then write the complete word.

lies
zebra
pause

Write the missing vowels in each word. Then write the complete word.

sneeze
pause
zebra
gymnasium
raise
pose
noisy
praise
poison
magazine
lies
rise